Presenter Introductions: Fraternal Experience, Role on Fraternal Mission/
Supreme Council team, Home origin and current residence
Review Contents of Binder for Workshop 2:
Slide note pages – for you to take quick notes on during this
presentation. You will be receiving a copy of these slides with the
presenter notes but your own notations will be helpful for recall in the
near future
Outline of Workshop for review – This is an abbreviated guide through
our workshop today. Use this guide for conversations with your state
team’s and councils when addressing the major points of the initiative
Family Fully Alive booklet – This is and remains one of the signature
programs of our Domestic Church initiative and this book will continue to
be a great resource for our councils and our families. Currently we are
revising this book to incorporate Pope Francis’ exhortation Amoris
Laetitia and you will hear more about the 3rd year of this program in the
coming months.
BDC Brochure – This is the latest tool for you to promote the intiative. At
the end of this presentation I will walk you through how this brochure is
a miniature of this presentation and how every fraternal leader can use it
to introduce the Building the Domestic Church initiative.
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This quote is of St. John Paul II is taken from his 1981 post-synodal
exhortation The Role of the Christian Family in the Modern World.
When we speak of the Domestic Church we are speaking of the Christian
family in its fullness. Our families need to be domestic churches and they
are prepared for this by the sacraments, by their faith and by their
community.
It is important to note that Pope Francis’ exhortation, Amoris Laetitia, is
also the summary document of a Synod on the family, in fact TWO
synods on the family and follows up on the World Meeting of Families in
Philadelphia.
We’ll be looking to both Pope Francis and St. John Paul II in this new
endeavor, because it is a work that both of these popes have called the
laity, and in certain ways the Knights of Columbus, to take on.
This is an important theme for us to remember as we move forward in
our understanding of the Domestic Church initiative. This is not new
territory for the Church or the Knights, but it is new in that we are
addressing and responding to the needs of families and parishes in
today’s modern world
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The Supreme Knight first announced this initiative in November at the
midyear meeting of state deputies. It followed our great collaboration with
the Holy Father’s mission at the World Meeting of Families and the Supreme
Knight positioned our initiative as a response to the alliance that Pope Francis
has called for between the Church and the family.
We’re providing copies of that speech to you for you to re-read in its entirety.
We feel it was so important that we asked all State Deputies to show the
video of the speech at their midyear meeting to begin the important
discussions amongst state leaders, district deputies and the church leaders
within your jurisdictions.
Some of what we will go over today is mirrored after that address in brief, so I
encourage you to share this address with others.
All State Chaplains received a letter from the Supreme Knight and a copy of
the address in April asking them to highlight the Domestic Church Initiative at
your state conventions.
[This may be a good opportunity to ask SD’s about how the consecration to
the holy family was received at their state convention Masses.]
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To watch the Supreme Knight’s address in its entirety you can go to
www.kofc.org/domesticchurch.
The Supreme Knight explained in his introduction to the initiative that we
have the convergence of three major trends over our history. This
initiative builds upon that legacy and mission.
The full text and video of the Supreme Knight’s speech is available online
on the Domestic Church pages of kofc.org. Every member is encouraged
to read the text or watch the video as we begin to implement this vision
for our Order.
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Our objectives for this workshop will be to:
First, understand the initiative by understanding what we mean when we
say ‘domestic church’ and what role we have to play in making our
parishes stronger centers of family life
Next, we’ll look at the key components of the initiative that all fraternal
leaders need to communicate and promote effectively. This initiative
cannot be a closely guarded secret, a watchword among the most
trained fraternalists. This initiative and our goals need to be known by
ALL. From our council leaders to our parish collaborators to our families
and friends.
Last we’ll look at implementing the initiative in our jurisdictions and
councils. This process starts at the top from our state councils and each
member carries a responsibility for promoting and implementing
Building the Domestic Church.
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As we walk through our presentation it is important to keep in mind the
initiative within these three contexts:
Domestic Church (Home)
What does the initiative mean for our domestic churches, our families?
How can our programs impact the homes of all Catholic men and their
families? Our homes are called to be the domestic churches we are
speaking about and as fraternal leaders this starts at home. We cannot
give to others what we do not have ourselves. So understanding the
initiative is key to our implementation and successful support of stronger
parishes. It is essential that as fraternal leaders we live this out first
within our families.
Family of Families (Parish Life)
The parish is the home for families and this is where our work is most
important and effective. Our model of fraternity fits best within the
parish. As Knights we already know what it is to be a ‘family of families’
because we live this within our councils and we have this to share with
others. Our promotion within the parish is going to be key to our success
here and our pastors and churches need to know about our mission and
goals
Fraternity
Our fraternity is our strength in this work. No other organization
supports and strengthens catholic men and enables them to do more for
their family, their church or themselves. We need to lean on that
fraternity while building and implementing our plans.
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One of the simplest explanations of the domestic church that I’ve found
was given to us by Pope Francis. It describes the reality that our
marriages and our families provide a church for growth of faith and love,
in the person of Jesus Christ.
The concept of Domestic Church is not a new one but it is something
rediscovered following Vatican II. Part of our work is bringing this vision
for family life to an even wider audience and to this generation of
parents and families.
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Through the sacrament of marriage every family is called to be a
“domestic church”
Families fully alive in the vision of the Church have the following
qualities:
They are:
Communities of prayer - where parents and children pray with and for
each other. This is not a sometime thing this is an all the time thing. We
teach our childrend devotion to the Holy Family, the intercession of the
saints, the protection of our guardian angels, and these prayers form the
habits that guide our family life together and as individuals.
Schools of Faith and Charity – The family is the first place we learn the
faith and parents have the responsibility of passing on the traditions of
the Church to their children. We all agree to this in our preparation for
marriage and it is one of the primary aims of Christian family life.
Families are also where we learn about virtue and charity, first in our
relationships with one another and then as our family engages the world.
Charity truly begins at home since it finds its inspiration in the family.
Engaged in the Church’s Mission of evangelization – Domestic Churches,
families fully alive, are agents of the new evangelization. By their work
within the world they bring the gospel to life through their relationships,
witness, service and love of one another.
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These are some characteristics of the initiative that will be important to
remember.
Full participation is a nice fraternal way of saying this is not optional, this
is an obligation every council must take upon themselves, starting now.
The family needs strong parish live to thrive and grow and the future of
the Order depends upon strong parishes. This means we need to know
and work in concert with parish goals. We’ll talk about not duplicating
efforts an assessing the BEST role a council can play within a given parish
community. All of us, as fraternal leaders, have a responsibility in
implementing this vision for the family and the parish.
We already know that much of the goals and mission of the Knights
manifests itself in our good works of charity, our programs and activities.
But we should be careful not to just see this as a series of programs but a
full effort on all members of the Order. It is more than just what councils
can offer to families and parishes, it begins with what we can offer to
ourselves, our members and all Catholic men. There is a fraternal
membership benefit attached to the vision of this initiative. More than a
program goal, Building the Domestic Church is a reason to become a
Knight and stay active.
At the core of the initiative we are developing specific programs meant
to strengthen families and inspire parishes. Implementing the Domestic
Church initiative starts with offering these programs in every parish with
a council. Not every council can do ALL of these programs, but EVERY
parish can benefit from some combination of them. That is where the
conversation must begin.
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The church needs families and families are the Church. Each exists for
the salvation of its members, working together, collaborating, sharing in
our experiences.
The common ground for all of this work is the parish, where families
meet together, are enriched by the sacraments and commit to the social
and charitable works of their community.
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One of the important aspects the Supreme Knight asked with the initiative was that
councils find ways in EACH of our program categories to enact the mission of the initiative.
So we need to look at our service program model through the lens of Building the Domestic
Church. How do the different activities of our councils expand upon this vision?
In our effort to promote our initiative all councils, including our State Councils need to take
these steps. Officers should be getting together at the start of this fraternal year to:
Discuss the initiative’s impact on their activity – What activities in each of our program
categories reflect the Domestic Church initiative
QUESTION FOR ATTENDEES:
1. What are the six program categories?
2. Can you think of any current programs that fit the Domestic Church initiative? What
categories would you put them under?
Plan with Domestic Church vision and goals – Are you keeping the goals of the parish and
parish families at the center of your planning for this year. That of course requires more
than a conversation with just ourselves. That requires a meeting with pastors, and we’ll
cover that shortly.
Incorporate new BDC programs – These activities are the means of bringing about the
change and growth we want to see. We’ll cover a range of programs but more are in
development. Councils need to work to introduce these programs within their parishes.
Not every program can be done at every family and parish but every parish can benefit
from some of these programs.
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In discussing the initiative’s impact on our activity we can begin to
examine our service work.
The Supreme Knight has asked with the initiative that councils evaluate
how they can act on the vision of Building the Domestic Church through
each of our program categories.
Much of our work already aligns with the goals of the initiative but we
may not be used to seeing it or describing it in these ways.

Fraternity and Formation (read slide description)
Our council and church activities are the best opportunities to engage
men of our parish and to invite all men, not only knights, to enjoy the
rewards and benefits of fraternity.
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Family Life Outreach (read description)
Councils should look at how their family and youth activities can be
expanded to support and strengthen their parishes. This will require
several conversations with our pastors to incorporate parish goals.
Whole family means parents, children and grandparents, but it also
mean ALL families need to be supported by the activities of our councils
not just KofC families. Since we know what it means to be a “family of
families” from our council experience then this is one of the greatest
gifts we can give to our parishes through this initiative.
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Parish Community Outreach (read description)
This initiative means that we need to LEAD our parish community in
charity, and not alone as Knights but by providing opportunities for the
entire parish to engage in charity.
Recently one of our councils in the Northeast reported this story to the
Supreme Council.
When a new pastor arrived they participated with other parish members
in a parish “town hall” meeting to assess what parishioners liked and
would like to see at their parish in the coming years.
An elderly long-time parishioner spoke up by saying the parish doesn’t
do enough charity within the wider community in their city. She
applauded the Knights council for their work and said that they
represented the parish well in their charity but that the entire parish
could and should do more.
For that council it was a telling comment. They were clearly leaders in
charity and performing good and meaningful works but they were not
yet LEADERS who the parish was following. They had not made it easy or
possible for other parishioners and families to join them.
This initiative is a directive for us all to do just that: LEAD IN A CHARITY
THAT EVANGELIZES.
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Key to BDC programs
They are:
• Spread around the year
• Consider Church and modern family life.
• Seek to promote and inculturate an authentic Catholic understanding of the family in the
home, church and society
• Adaptable to fit local needs.
We’ll run through several of these programs as a re-introduction to them as Domestic
Church activities.
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This can and should be a major event for parishes.
The goal is every parish with a Knights of Columbus presence hold a
consecration to the Holy Family on the first Sunday after Christmas or at
another appropriate time for your parish.
All that is required is the community gathering together at the
conclusion of Mass to pray together this new prayer composed by
Supreme Chaplain Archbishop Lori.
The prayer card and action steps are available on the Domestic Church
microsite, like all resources for the following programs.
Families praying together
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In addition to hosting the icon program on Saturdays and Sundays you
can also consider other modifications:
Hosting it on weekday evenings
Bring thing the icon to CCD and RCIA classes
Introduce the devotion at your catholic schools
Each council should make the most of its time with the icon
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State Councils will need to take the lead on these events by speaking to
their bishops.
In order to begin planning it might be best to look at the calendar plan
for the icon in October and identify one of the larger parishes as a site
for this celebration.
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Booklet item # 9898 – you can order from Supply
An advent celebration for the council and parish community.
This is a simplified one-day ceremony of the traditional Las Posada.
You will need to begin planning and organizing early with your parish to
make this event happen so be sure to include this on your meeting
agendas with your pastors.
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Item #10162 – order from supply.
Consider adding this item to your new member kits as something that
the new member can institute within his own home.
Councils should speech with pastors about promoting this program
among families in the parish.
All council members should make a commitment to try this program
among their families. Already we have heard many great stories of the
benefits of family prayer, meditation and scripture study together. There
are suggested family activities for each month.
This book will be expanded this summer to include new meditations on
the family from Pope Francis.
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Kits available from Fraternal Mission department - SR-KIT
Features 25 Finger Rosaries, 25 Rosary cards, 5 posters and a report form
for councils to complete. Order kits based on your anticipated
participation. First time events will be ok with one or two kits.
These kits are not just limited to 5th Sundays. If you’ve missed an
opportunity but can plan an alternate Rosary event then you and your
council should do so. There is no wrong time for our councils to promote
the Rosary and community prayer.
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Supreme Knight – During the State Deputies meeting in New Haven said
“Our Domestic Church program, and “Into the Breach” will help our
councils break any stereotypes still associated with the Knights and help
them open wide their doors and invite more of their fellow parishioners
in”
This is a serious commitment to addressing the spiritual needs of men
within our parish. Councils should organize study groups of interested
men to read and pray through this important new CIS booklet.
This can be a model for other CIS study groups and men’s group
gatherings that the council can host. The reflection guide at the back of
the booklet offers a suggested program agenda and weekly guide.
These books will be available from the Supply department beginning in
July 2016. CIS Book #340 – Veritas Series.
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State Deputies & State Council
Talk about it, promote it, cover it
Talk about the initiative in your formal and informal addresses to
councils, assemblies, public gatherings. Building the Domestic Church
should be a mainstay agenda item of state and regional meetings.
Promote the initiative through your state council programs. We’ll look at
how you can look at the current activities of Order in your jurisdiction
through the lens of the Domestic Church initiative.
Cover it with your bishops, your district deputies (and your new councils)
– We cannot expect that everyone immediately understands what we are
after with the intiative. That is why we need to spend significant time
together with our bishops, state family and district deputies discussing
our goals and objectives. The Supreme Knight’s columns continue to be
a guide for these discussions.
Sit down with your State Chaplain & State Officers – involve other
influential chaplains if appropriate.
If you have the opportunity, speak with your bishops about the initiative
and gaining their insight as to what the major parish and family priorities
the Knights can assist with in parishes. The initiative is the conversation
starter needed to have all pastors understand the Knights of Columbus as
a fraternity of Catholic men in service to their families and the Church.
This must address all aspects of the life of a Catholic man, husband and
father.
Determine what you already do well to support BDC – grow it
Ask what your Church needs from your State Council –
Stop activities that detract from promotion of stronger parishes and
families
CHOOSING WHAT IS BEST OVER WHAT IS JUST GOOD
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State Program Directors – BDC Initiative Chairmen
State Program Directors need to serve as your state’s initiative chairman
and chief implementers.
This initiative impacts ALL of our charitable and fraternal programs, not
just CHURCH activities. Only a team of directors led by your state
program director can fully represent the impact that the initiative should
have on the Order’s work within your jurisdiction.
At the same time, this cannot be solely on your program directors. Your
membership team, while continuing the growth plans that you have put
in place, should be highlighting the BDC initiative in their campaigns,
church drives and parish meetings.
Likewise, the BDC initiative should be at the core of any discussions of
new councils being formed. Each new council formed is coming into a
Knights of Columbus where the initiative is our course forward as leaders
within our parishes. That agenda will be a valuable guide for any new
council as they begin to serve their parishes and families.
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District Deputies – Council Planning with our Pastors
DD’s are the field generals of the domestic church initiative. Each DD
needs work with his councils to help them in implementing the initiative,
first as part of their service programs, and as part of their brand and
service to the parish.
DD’s need to meet with each council’s officer core to chart a course for
Star council. That path now includes BDC programming.
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Grand Knights – As the primary Knights leader within the parish it falls to
the Grand Knight with the support of his officers, to introduce the
initiative in his parish.
First by meeting and planning with his officers and the pastor. Then by
inviting all members to renew their commitment to stronger parish life in
support of families. And lastly by promoting the initiative to men and
families within the parish to elicit their support and ideas.
Our council officers are parish leaders and cannot work alone but in work
in support of and for a greater vision for parish and family life.
Every member in your jurisdiction should have the opportunity to know
and understand the initiative, commit to its goals, and have the chance
to contribute to that vision within their parish. Building the Domestic
Church is cannot be a secret amongst brother Knights but needs to be
the “watchword” for all of our programming activities and council growth
planning.
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These are 3 conversations that need to happen and they’re not
specifically separate from each other.
Your council officers can do their initial assessment separately but those
views and goals should be discussed with the pastor/chaplain
Your chaplain in a necessity in all of these discussions.
District deputies need to ensure that these meetings are happening, and
many times not just once, but continuously throughout the year.
2 key team members you need to bring into the conversation and can
utilize more frequently
-Chaplains
-Field agents
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3 Questions every council needs to ask as part of their assessment.
These are driven directly by the Supreme Knight’s remarks in November,
where he challenges us to be the resource that all parishes need in
support of the family.
This is the same assessment State Councils make in relationship to their
diocese. EVERY COUNCIL can make the same assessment by following
this guide.
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Supreme Council – your support team for your plan
Building the Domestic Church microsite – the “one-stop shop” for all
things Domestic Church
www.kofc.org/DomesticChurch
Latest news and announcements regarding the initiative
Program pages and action steps for all signature programs
Articles and resources for promoting the initiative within councils
and parishes
Supreme Knight’s Monthly Columbia Column
Knightline pages – monthly features on the initiative
Domestic Church programs – The list of activities will grow, starting this
summer so councils need to determine which of these is the best fit for
their parish.
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We do want to cover a few considerations that you will encounter as you
promote the program. In our promotion efforts we do want to be careful
about simplifying our message too much.
Not a collection of church programs – This initiative is a focused on the
contributions we need to make to our families and our parishes. These
are not just a set of “Church” activities and every fraternal leader needs
to be able to explain this. Our charity does not just find its expression
sometimes within the parish, rather our Charity radiates outward from
the parish family.
Our refocus on strengthening our parishes is not a step away from that
community outreach and civic activity which we are also known for.
We’re not stopping anything, we’re in a sense “doubling-down” on our
charitable leadership. That means drawing all members of our parish
outward into the community. Our programs provide th opportunity for all
families to live out the missionary spirit through a Charity that
Evangelizes.” That is particularly important for our Church during this
Holy Year of Mercy.
Lastly, the initiative is not going away. Every council is expected to
participate. That means examining our councils role within the parish.
That means implementing these new domestic church activities. That
means making our councils the best support for Catholic families that we
can be.
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We started our workshop by recalling those words of St. John Paul II,
family, become what your are.
Through this workshop we’ve also seen how this initiative is a call a for
the Knights of Columbus to re-commit to one of our core missions, our
support of Catholic family life.
Support for stronger Catholic families and parishes is central to what we
will do going forward.
Knights and their families are the domestic Churches the Church needs
and our councils are the agents of the new evangelization in our
parishes.
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